
Marine foods are good for eliminating toxidity, 
alleviating poverty and accelerating longevity 

Where’s merely a life’s availability there’s biology. 
The cosmos is created when a big bang blasted and 
scientific concept, it is expanding always. And this 
central versatile expansion is endless, continuously 
sewing a bed borderless through visible and invisi-
ble elements, inter-linked with waves and nets, are 
set for the central coverage. Scientists see it from 
this “Earth” named planet, how the endless open 
space is ornaments   this study is called astrono-
my and every innovative dot and digit is a discovery 
and altogether matter the whole creational af as if 
scattered or clusters of snow drifts swirl and while 
or pearls paved in the unimaginable gape a prepared 
map without boundary    and its full and whole 
rudimentary entity, impact and connectivity for the 
coverage of cosmology is is cosmology. Scientists see 
the tele-scenery, there’s geography  the endless to-
tality is cosmography. The whole cosmology is itself 
the cosmic oceanography. Marine biology depends 
on the aquatic characteristics of hydrology. Which 
relates solar, lunar and earthen elementary propen-
sity through which every kind of oceanary life bread-
ing and rendering capacity is kept motional and the 
whole reservoir and water body itself biology? Ma-
rine scientists see, how enlarge oceanary flora and 
fauna and pests and insects are kept in productivi-
ty. Adversity is constant parallel companion of the 
biology specially ocean for marine body environ-
ment is various and different. In innumerable places 
mules after miles soil under water is rough, worse, 
harsh. Later it starts sandy traps. And more later it 
seems horizon of crops or gardens of flowers, fileds 
of herbs and shrubs, darkest ditches and bottomless 
tremendous trenches, abyss of insects dense den 

of unknown marine animals, besets with Bermuda 
triangle, Australian great barrier reefs, death dale, 
Dead sea, blue whale, Horse latitude, ice-built, pen-
guin pantries, igloos of Eskimos and whatnot beyond 
men’s gross guess. Marine life cycle is different but 
mono-technical without water there’s no survival. 
There are many large islands made of coral a r e 
called coral island like “Saint Martin” of Bangladesh 
are also biological as because whatever the coral 
may be, it is oriented and formed from water funda-
mentally. Australian great barrier reef is biologically 
built in the ocean the Pacific. Actually marine biolo-
gy is the greatest economics and economy. Econo-
mists and Scientists have revealed that like ours this 
world more six (6) worlds can be reared up by the 
present marine world of this very earth. 3rd 4th of 
the our globe is water’s abode which hoards from a 
little toad to a giant blue whale and enchanting sea-
horse, sea-shore’s black gold. There’s a tale about a 
fish unnamed a blue whale during the king solemon 
boldly told his creator, his lord, he intended to enter-
tain all the creatures in His (creator) realm. He called 
the concerned men to take necessary attempts to 
start arrangement, thousands of thousands dishes 
and utensils were set to serve the guests alongside 
the sea-bed. Within a moment, an astonishing mir-
acle happened, a fish giant came to the sands and 
swallowed the whole diet arrangement at a glance. 
And acquainted to the prophet (solomon) that it’s 
appetite had not been mitigated, twice a day such 
a diet by kits creator’s management. Hearing this in-
credible thing the king (prophet) bowed down and 
prostrated. There is almost another kind of opposite 
like incident in the same tenure of that prophet. It’s 
not the matter of the prophet, the great, and his 
chefs and fish      the giant.
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